
                                                                        

 

Location || I use a variety of locations around Australia for my MUA Bootcamps.  

Please see the advertised course for more details. 

Course Times || 9.30 -5 both days. 

Cost || $800 for 2 days – includes pre-sale of Becca’s book due out 2016. 

*$600 Host tuition 

**$450 Reviewer tuition (for repeat Bootcampers) 

Day One we look at MINDSET and start BASIC BRUSH SKILLS.  

‘I AM’ Exercise  

We will look at what mindset you have been using until now as a Makeup Artist and explore powerful and practical new 

ways to improve your career through mindset. We do an exercise that some participants have called a ‘game changer’ in 

their career and is one you can continue to practice indefinitely. 

Basic Brush Skills 

The afternoon we look at the basics of body art.... No model required… we practice techniques on ourselves. This is the 

start of advanced brush skills as a MUA. I cover the very basics of body art to empower you with the practical exercises 

of MUA Bootcamp and finish the day with some fundamental exercises.  

These practical exercises are designed to train your eyes and hands for advanced makeup skills. Just like a coach would 

have their team do weights to build strength… these exercises using body art build your makeup artist strength. They 

are designed to improve accuracy, confidence, and attention to detail, creativity and speed… to name a few.  

You do not need to want to be a body artist or even be interested in body art to benefit from this course the same way 

not everyone doing weights at a gym want to be a body builder. 



                                                               

Day Two you will learn ADVANCED BRUSH SKILL exercises with my close coaching. You will also learn how to MAP A 

SUCCESSFUL PATH to your own career goals. 

Career Milestones and Career Mapping 

Start the day learning a technique for designing your own makeup career.  

Career Milestones allows you to create the future career you want to aspire to. 

Career Mapping gives you a clear plan on how to achieve this. 

Advanced Brush Skills 

I will take you through, step by step, some advanced brush skills and body art exercises. 

I will demonstrate how to use self-made stencils for complex designs… just in case you think you can’t draw. 

We will discuss how to embrace your own creativity and leave with a new found desire and inspiration for creating 

future projects. 

You will leave the course on day two with a whole new outlook on your career, a plan for how you will achieve your 

career dreams and with knowledge of what to do to improve in the areas of your makeup artistry you wish to work on. 

Most artists leave also adding body art to their skill set… this is a great added bonus to the class. 

Please Bring: 

 Your brushes. Makeup Brushes are fine… a variety of small/medium synthetic art and regular makeup brushes 

will be used. I use small art brushes as well as my own regular makeup brushes for the exercises. Note: some 

body art pigments can stain synthetic brushes.  

 A pen and notebook for notes. 

 Charge up your phone as you will use the camera during practical exercises. 

 Matte eyeshadows in a variety of colours. Black, Grey, Pink and browns are used frequently. 

 Becca will bring the body paints and powders you will require… however most artists like to use their own 

powders.  

 Please wear an outfit where you can roll up your sleeves on day one and day two wear shorts or a skirt - you paint 

on your thighs. Sunday best not required. 

 Lunch BYO.  

 An open mind and eagerness to take yourself on as a Makeup Artist. 

Please bring an open mind and eagerness to take yourself on as a 

Makeup Artist. 

 $200 Non-refundable deposit is required to secure your position. This also includes Pre Sale of Becca 

upcoming book ‘MUA Bootcamp’. 
 

I am really looking forward to having you in the MUA BOOTCAMP! Once day one has finished… I will also add 

you to the private MUA Bootcamp forum on Facebook! 

 


